
Colorfield 
 
Colorfield is a game for 2-4 players who take the role of abstract painters. Players try to paint a 
piece of art by selecting and laying tiles on their canvases. Players score points by matching the 
colors on the sides of each tile. The player with the most victory points at the end of the game 
is the winner. 

Components 
72 Paint Tiles  1 Scoreboard 

16 Marker Tokens  4 Player Cards 

10 Community Tool Cards  1 First Player Marker 

6 Two-sided Canvas Boards  1 Draw Tray 

 
Setup 

Each player chooses and places a Player Card in front of them. Players each take 4 marker 
tokens of the color matching their Player Card. One is set beside the Scoreboard, and the other 
three are set beside the Player Card. These three markers become their Ability Tokens. 
 
Players also are randomly dealt one of the Canvas Boards. Each player chooses a side and 
places that side face up in front of them, above their Player Card. 
 
Shuffle the paint tiles to create a draw deck within reach of all players. 
 
The player who has most recently painted something becomes the first player. 
 

Gameplay 
Colorfield is played over three rounds. Each round starts with the Round Setup. 
 
Round Setup 
First, players remove their Ability Tokens from the Ability spaces on their Player Card and set 
them to the side, if applicable. During the first round, this step will not apply. 
 
Deal each player six tiles face down as their starting hand. Then, each player draws the top tile 
of their hand and places it on their Canvas on the lowest-numbered empty space until all six 
tiles have been placed, and all canvas spaces contain one tile. 
 
When placing tiles during Round Setup, tiles must always be placed upright with the number 2 
oriented to the player.  
 
Once all players have six tiles on their Canvas, draw the top three tiles from the draw deck and 
place them face-up on the draw tray, within reach of all players. Then, draw and reveal one 
Community Tool Card within view of all players. In rounds two and three, this card will replace 
the last round’s card, which is discarded. 
 
Playing a Round 
Each round consists of five turns. To start the turn, each player may choose to use one of their 
two Abilities.   



 

Abilities 
Before each turn, players can decide if they want to use one of their special abilities; Rotate, 
or Swap. To use one of these abilities, the player takes one of their three Ability tokens and 
places it on the Rotate or Swap box on their Player Card. Then they can take the action that 
they chose. Once placed, Ability tokens may not be moved until the start of the next round. If 
a player has no more Ability tokens, they may not use their abilities on that turn. 
 
Rotate 
Before drawing a tile, the player can rotate one tile that is already on their canvas. Tiles can 
be rotated in any direction as many times as desired.  
 
Swap 
Before drawing a tile, the player can swap two tiles that are already on their canvas with each 
other once. Players may select any two tiles that they choose, but must follow the orientation 
rules of the game. 
 
Once the player places the Ability token in one of the two boxes and takes the associated 
action, or chooses not to, they may continue their turn. 
 
If a player still has unused Ability tokens at the end of the round, they receive 1 VP for each 
Ability token they have remaining. 

 
After using one desired ability, the first player draws one tile from either the three face-up 
tiles or the top tile from the face-down draw deck. Then, that player may replace a tile on their 
canvas with the drawn tile, which is then discarded face-down on the discard space on the 
Player Card. Players can also discard the drawn tile directly if they don’t wish to play it on their 
canvas. Once the player discards a tile, their turn ends and play passes to the left.  
 
All tiles must be placed with the number 2 oriented upright, relative to the player. 
 
Once placed, tiles on the player’s Canvas may not be moved or reoriented, unless through the 
use of Abilities or Community Tools. 
 
When a player draws a tile from the face-up display, it is immediately replaced with the top tile 
from the draw deck. If the draw deck is exhausted, shuffle the discard pile, and create a new 
draw deck. 
 
The available face-up tiles are discarded and replaced if all players take one consecutive turn in 
which they draw from the draw deck instead of drawing one of the face-up tiles. If this occurs, 
discard the three face-up tiles and draw three new tiles from the draw deck and place them on 
the draw tray before the start of the turn of the player who first drew from the draw deck. 
 
When all players have taken 5 turns, the players score their finished painting. 
 
 

Turn Guide 
To start your first turn, try and focus on matching as many 2-point Specialty color sides as 
you can, since these sides score double points. If that isn’t available on a turn, focus on 
matching the other 2-point sides on your tiles. 

 
 
Scoring 



Once the last player takes their fifth turn, players score their paintings. To do so, add up all of 
the values of the colored sides that touch a side of a different tile, or canvas edge, with the 
matching color. Tiles are scored individually, and each tile side has only one color. All tile sides 
and canvas edge spaces are either Lemon, Coral, Navy, or Turquoise. Matching a side with its 
same color gives the player one 1 VP. Each tile has one side that shows the number 2. Matching 
this side with its same color gives the player 2 points, meaning each tile initially has a 
maximum of 5 possible points (1+1+1+2). 
 
Players also have a Speciality color which is identified on their Player Card. A 2-point bonus is 
granted for scoring 2-point sides of that color. For example, Wei-Ta Chin receives 4 points if 
he is able to match a 2-point Coral side with an adjacent tile side or canvas edge space. This 
bonus should be added during scoring. 
 
Each side of each space on the Canvas displays two or three colors. If a tile side matches either 
of the colors on the adjacent canvas edge, that side scores. The canvas does not score points. 
 
Players also get 1 VP for each Ability token that they don’t use during the round. 
 

Scoring Guide 
To score the painting, count the score of each individual tile, starting with the 
upper-leftmost tile on the canvas. Then, continue counting by adding the score of the next 
tile to the right to the total, and so on until all six tiles have been scored. Typically, the score 
should be somewhere in the area of 15-35 points. Remember, matching colors with the 
canvas earn points for the tile, but the canvas does not score points.  
 
Community Tools may also affect players’ scores and should be taken into account. And, 
don’t forget to factor in Specialty Color bonuses when scoring. 

 
Once players calculate their score, they adjust their marker token on the Scoreboard by adding 
the total number of points that they have earned in the current round to their total score.  
 
Community Tools 
Each Round, one Community Tool Card is displayed in the center of the table. This card 
outlines a special ability or condition that all players have access to and can use throughout the 
round.  Each Community Tool effect is explained in more detail below. 
 

Advanced Mode 
In Advanced Mode, players may choose to keep the Community Tool Card at the end of each 
round instead of replacing it, as in a standard game. This would mean that the first round 
has 1 Community Tool Card, the second has 2, and the third has 3. In this mode, all displayed 
Community Tool Cards apply at all times to each player’s turn as indicated on the card itself. 

 
Round End 
When players have added their scores, the round ends. Discard all tiles from player canvases, 
players’ personal discard piles from the player cards, any face-up draw tiles, and the 
Community Tool Card. 
 
Once all of these have been discarded to the discard pile, the next round starts with the Round 
Setup. 
 
Game End 
After the players have finished scoring their third painting, the game ends. The player with the 
most victory points is the winner. In the case of a tie, all tied players share the victory. 



 
 
 
Community Tools 
Below is an explanation of Community Tools that are available in Colorfield. All Community 
Tool effects are always optional. Golden Rule: If a card outlines an effect or condition that 
contradicts the Game Rules, follow the direction or instruction of the card. 

Mahl Stick 
+1 VP for perfect tiles scored by any opponent 

When scoring, players get 1 VP for any tile scored 
by an opponent that matches on all four sides.* 

Angled Rigger Brush 
Replace the face-up tiles  

Before drawing, players may discard the 3 
available face-up tiles from the pool and replace 

them with the top 3 tiles from the draw deck. 

High-Density Sponge 
2-point sides are worth 3 points 

During Scoring, count all scoring 2-point, 
non-speciality color sides as 3 points. 

Local Collective 
Use 1 Ability before each turn 

Players may up to use five Abilities during the 
current round. 

Nylon Filbert Brush 
+2 VP for any tile you draw & discard without placing 

If a player draws a tile that they discard 
immediately without playing, that player receives 

2 VP. The player should adjust his or her score 
immediately after discarding. 

Unpaid Intern 
6 turns 

After the conclusion of the 5th turn, all players 
take an additional turn before scoring. 

Corporate Sponsorships 
Score your 1-point sides of your specialty color on 

your opponents’ tiles. 
Each player adds any scoring 1-point sides of their 

specialty color on opposing players’ canvases to 
their total score. 

Wooden New Wave Palette 
Ignore orientation rules while placing tiles 

On their turn, players may play any paint tiles 
sideways or upside-down, ignoring orientation 

rules. 

Watercolor Paper Sketchbook 
Draw 2 Tiles from the draw deck, play one and 

discard the other 
When they select a tile to add to their canvas, 

players may draw two from the draw deck instead 
of one. Then, they must choose one to play and 

one to discard. The unplayed tile should be placed 
in the game’s discard pile. 

Rounded Wooden Palette 
During Round Setup, place tiles in any available 

space on your canvas 
During Round Setup, players may place the tiles 

they reveal from their hand in any available space 
on their canvas. Once the player places a tile, 

however, it may not be moved. 

Matte Varnish 
+2 VP for correctly oriented tiles 

Players get a 2-point bonus for each tile that is 
oriented correctly at the end of the round. 

H-Frame Easel 
+5 VP for three-tile patch 

Players get a 5 point bonus if they have one 
continuous swath of their Specialty color that 

covers at least three tiles. 

Paper Lining Tape 
Score canvas edge spaces 

In addition to standard scoring, players add 1 
point for each canvas edge color that is matched 

with its adjacent tile side. 

Minimalism 
+5 VP for unused Ability Tokens 

During scoring, add five VP to your total score for 
each Ability Token that wasn’t used during the 

round. 

 
*Tool effects that modify scoring conditions do not stack on effects of other tool cards or 
player specialities.  


